Impaired movement-related potentials in acute frontal traumatic brain injury.
Focal brain lesions due to traumatic brain injury (TBI) do not only lead to functional deficits in the lesion area, but also disturb the structurally intact neuronal network connected to the lesion site. Therefore we hypothesized dysfunctions of the cortical motor network after frontal TBI. The movement related potential (MRP) is an EEG component related to voluntary movement consisting of the Bereitschaftspotential (BP), the negative slope (NS), and the motor potential (MP). The aim of our study was to demonstrate alterations in the movement related cortical network in the acute stage after TBI by comparing our patients' MRPs to those of a healthy control group. EEGs of 22 patients with magnetic resonance imaging defined contusions of the prefrontal cortex were recorded within 8 weeks after TBI. We further recruited a healthy control group. The paradigm consisted of self-paced abductions of the right index finger. Compared to healthy controls, the BP in the patient group was significantly reduced and its onset delayed. Moreover, an enhanced contribution of the postrolandic hemisphere ipsilateral to the movement and a reduced contribution of the left frontal cortex, ipsilateral to the lesion in the majority of the patients, were observed during motor execution (MP). Anatomical connections between the prefrontal cortex and the supplementary motor area (SMA) are known to exist. We suggest that prefrontal lesions lead to reduced neuronal input into the SMA. This deficit in the preparatory motor network may cause the reduced BPs in our patients. Moreover, an increased need for attentional resources might explain the enhanced motor potentials during movement execution. In conclusion, we demonstrated altered MRPs in the acute stage after frontal TBI, which are a consequence of disturbed neuronal networks involved in the preparation and execution of voluntary movements.